


Sales Quotation, Proposal and Estimation Software 



Quotationer helps to close the sale spending 

less time on quoting process. 

Quotationer will make you more EFFICIENT 

more PROFFESIONAL, more ACCURATE and 

more COMPETITIVE. 

Close Sales and Win 



  Feature Rich Estimation Tool 

Estimation is a rough calculation of the 

quantity of each product. 

The Quotationer is an efficient estimation 

tool, helps you to make complex calculations 

easy by adding dynamic quantities. 

For e.g.: area in sqft -: length x width 



An invoice shows the payment that a buyer owes 
to a seller.  

Quotationer simplifying your invoicing to 2-3 
clicks. You can quotation, estimates, and invoice 
as well with Quotationer. 

Invoice Management 



Software Consistency 

Quotationer keeps quotation process 

consistent with multiple users.             

The quotation process will be simpler 

even for a beginner of the role. Multiple 

users can be created in the system and 

permissions can be set. 



  

Neat Classification of Items  

First impressions are always important. 

They can make or break deals. 

Quotationer help you in making your 

quotations visually appealing. 

So make your quotations MAGNIFICANT 

with QUOTATIONER. 



     

    The products can be added and categorized 

or retrieved with product images. 

    Adding product images can make your       

quotation more visually appealing and it 

helps the customers to quickly identify the 

product. 

   Listing Product with Images 



Quotation Reusability 

Quotation profiles can be reused and it is      

possible to create new sales quotation from   

existing profiles created earlier reducing 

costs and saving time. Multiple items can be 

retrieved and reused.  



Quotationer allows the configuration of   

various tax information like tax name (VAT, 

CST) and tax value for each item.  

Also provide you the option of adding tax 

value for each individual item that has been 

added to the quotation. 

Adding Taxes 



Add Custom Values 

Now Quotationer allows you to add special offer 
prices and other discounts to your price list.  

You can add it with the grand total and  also you can 
apply this for every individual items.  



                                                                                                            

 

 

Quotationer provides an option to 

hide prices of individual items and 

project the grand total. 

                                                                                                            

Hide Individual Prices                                                                                                       



Quotationer  provides an option to remember the values  

associated with the items in previous quotation  

Next time those associated value will be added to the 

quotation automatically 

Remember  the custom values 



Revisable Quotations 

Quotationer has the traditional fea-

ture of   easily tracking and revising of 

old quotations in the quotation item 

Quotationer has the traditional feature 

of easily tracking and revising of old              

quotations in the quotation item list via  

quotation history. 



You can add flyers 

and brochures with 

your quotation.  

 

 

Product Flyers 



Build your own quotes with our set of          

customizable  templates.   

Add your logo, address, seal and signatures 

with the quotation template. 

You can customise signatures, terms and 

conditions for each template.  

Users can feel free to contact us if needed 

any custom template. 

   Customized Templates 



Covering letter can be attached to 

the predefined profiles, where you 

can add, edit and save each of them 

based on the requirements. 

Covering Letter 



Online Version 

 Secure your data with Microsoft 

cloud storage. 

 Quotationer provides both online 

and offline versions to manage your 

quotations efficiently. 



Offline Version 

Installation required for offline version.  

It does not require any internet connection for 

preparing and managing your sales quotes and 

keeps your private data as your own. 



Backup and Restore 

Quotationer helps data to be achieved 

for future reference.  

The ability to store the backed up data 

back to the software when needed. 

Data compression feature available. 

Save your data and make sales quota-

tions with Quotationer. 

  



CONTACT US Techfamous                                                                                                                   

Infopark Technology Business Centre 

JNI Stadium, Kaloor  

Kochi, Kerala, India-682017 

info@techfamous.com   

Phone: +91 4844020029 

web: www.techfamous.com 

www.quotationer.com 
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